In this seminar course, we will examine a curious artistic genre, the grotesque, which, for many, epitomises the so-called "creativity," the juxtaposition of dissimilar or discordant items. Since antiquity, grotesque images have been regarded as monstrous because they are born of unnatural couplings of natural things. For some (like Horace), grotesque monsters illustrate a catalogue of sins to be avoided because they deviate from classical norms of reason and nature. For others (like Vasari), however, grotesque monsters epitomise ingenuity and marvel. Also, for some (like Kayser), the grotesque proper is full of demonic terror and yet, for others (like Bakhtin), full of carnivalesque laughter. As such, the grotesque seems to be a slippery term. In this course, we will look at both visual and verbal grotesques-ranging from antiquity to modern times-in order to answer the following questions: what is the grotesque exactly; what is its aesthetic and cultural significance; how have artists of different ages appropriated the grotesque; how is it (dis)similar to other modes of fantastic construction such as the uncanny; how can it serve as the prototype of the postmodern mode of fragmentation; how does it contain both terrible and playful elements to make the mind, as John Ruskin notes, "play with terror"?; and so forth.
The Grotesque does not address the rationalist in us or the scientist in us, but the vestigial primitive in us, the child in us, the potential psychotic in us.
-
Bernard McElroy, Fiction of the Modern Grotesque
Course Objective
In this seminar course, we will examine a curious artistic genre, the grotesque, which, for many, epitomises the so-called "creativity," the juxtaposition of dissimilar or discordant items. Since antiquity, grotesque images have been regarded as monstrous because they (dis)similar to other modes of fantastic construction such as the uncanny; how can it serve as the prototype of the postmodern mode of fragmentation; how does it contain both terrible and playful elements to make the mind, as John Ruskin notes, "play with terror"?;
and so forth.
Course Materials
Course packet (available in the photocopy centre at NCCU)
1. Class participation. For your own intellectual growth and for the success of the class as a whole, it is essential that each of you have yourself prepared for each week's assigned readings.
2. Oral presentation. As part of the requirement for the course, you will create a presentation of each week's reading assignment, followed by open questions for discussion. The presentation should include a handout (typed) to be distributed to class members and to me as part of the assignment. Each member will serve as a presenter 2 to 3 times throughout the course. 3. Academic Integrity. Plagiarism-that is, submitting someone else's work and ideas as your own or submitting your own work completed for another class without the instructor's permission-will not be tolerated. 
